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Abstract
The general problem is studied on a simple example. A quantum particle in an infinite one-dimensional
well potential is considered. Let the boundaries of well changes in a finite time T. The standard methods
for calculating probability of transition from an initial to the final state are in general inapplicable since the
states of different wells belong to different Hilbert spaces.
If the final well covers only a part of the initial well (and, possibly, some outer part of the configu-
ration space), the total probability of the transition from any stationary state of the initial well into all
possible states of the final well is less than 1 at T → 0. If the problem is regularized with a finite-height
potential well, this missing probability can be understood as a non-zero probability of transitions into
the continuous spectrum, despite the fact that this spectrum disappears at the removal of regularization.
This phenomenon (”transition to nowhere”) can result new phenomena in some fundamental problems,
in particular at description of earlier Universe.
We discuss also how to calculate the probabilities of discussed transitions at final T for some ranges of
parameters.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The paper combines the solution of two problems, motivated
by common source, described in the sect. 2.
In the sect. 3 we discuss a new phenomenon caused by a
change of the Hilbert space.
In the sect. 4 we discuss technical problem of useful meth-
ods of calculations in a certain range of parameters.
The discussions of obtained results are presented in each
section 3, 4 separately.
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
Quantum particle in the infinite well U is the standard entry-
level problem in many quantum mechanics textbooks (see e.g.
[1]-[3])
Hˆ =
pˆ2
2m
+Ui(x) ,
Ui(x) =
{
∞ : x ∈ (−∞, 0) , (b,∞) ,
0 : x ∈ [0, b] .
(1)
The stationary states of this problem are |n〉i ≡ |n; (0, b)〉 (the
subscript i means initial) with
|n〉i → ψn,i =


0 : x ∈ (−∞, 0),√
2
b
sin
pinx
b
: x ∈ [0, b],
0 : x ∈ (b,∞) ;
En =
(pih¯n)2
2mb2
, n = 1, 2, ...
(2)
These states form a basis for the Hilbert space Hi ≡ H(0, b) of
continuous square-integrable functions defined on the support
[0, b] and vanishing at its endpoints.
The stationary states for another (final) well f with bound-
aries
[0, b]→ [a, a+ bα] (3)
are described by equations (2) with the change
x → x− a, b→ bα,
e. g. |n〉 f ≡ |n; (a, a + bα)〉. They form a basis for another
Hilbert space H f ≡ H(a, a + bα), defined on the support
[a, a + bα]. (Spaces H f and Hi are isomorphic but do not co-
incide).
To simplify the presentation, we set in calculations a = 0 almost
everywhere.
• The following problem is easily solved:
Let the width of the well changes instantly, b→ bα.
Find the probabilityW
i f
nk of the transition |n〉i → |k〉 f .
(4)
The result is obtained from eq. (2). In particular, for the
shrinking well (α < 1):
W
i f
nk ≡
∣∣∣Mi fnk
∣∣∣2 , |Mi fnk| =
∣∣∣i〈n|k〉 f ∣∣∣ = 2k
√
α
pi
·
∣∣∣∣ sin(pinα)k2 − (nα)2
∣∣∣∣ . (5)
• A “natural” modification of this problem is
Find the similar probabilityW
i f
nk in the case when
width changes as b→ bα(t) over a finite time T. (6)
This problem is non-trivial. The difficulties that have arisen
persist even with a more general view of transitions at T → 0.
From the formal point of view this problem is described by
the Schro¨dinger equation
ih¯
dψ(x, t)
dt
= Hˆψ(x, t) =
=
(
− h¯
2
2m
d2
dx2
+Ui(x) + VˆP(x, t)
)
ψ(x, t)
(7a)
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in which the initial potential Ui(x) (1) is supplemented by per-
turbation VP(x)
VˆP(x, t)=


0 : x ∈ (−∞, bα(t)),
−∞ : x ∈ (bα(t), b],
0 : x ∈ (b,∞);
at α < 1 ,


0 : x ∈ (−∞, b) ,
∞ : x ∈ (b, bα(t)] ,
0 : x ∈ (bα(t),∞) .
at α > 1 .
(7b)
Standard calculations with this perturbation are impossible
for two reasons.
(i)Matrix elements of the operator VˆP are either ∞ or 0.
(ii) The standard form of perturbation theory (see e. g. [1]) uses
decomposition of time dependent wave functions in eigenfunc-
tions of an initial problem. However these functions belong to
different Hilbert spacesHi andH f , making mentioned decom-
position to be senseless.
Nevertheless, it is naturally to hope that there is some range
of parameters (values of α and T) in which perturbation can
be treated as weak one so that some form of time dependent
perturbation theory is applicable. This situation generates two
problems, discussed below.
1. How to characterize new phenomena (if they exist)
appearing when the Hilbert space changes even at T → 0
(sect. 3).
2. To present a regular method for calculation of the tran-
sition probabilities, which would allow one to use some
known approximate methods in the cases when it looks nat-
ural (sect. 4).
3. PROBLEMS WITH HILBERT SPACES
3.1. Regularization
It should be noted that in the calculations of transition prob-
abilities (5) we used the eigenfunctions, defined both within
wells and out of wells (where these eigenfunctions are equal 0).
It can be treated as the fact that we consider the Hilbert spaces
H(0, b), H(0, bα(t)) and that these spaces are subspaces of en-
tire Hilbert space L2 of continuous square-integrable functions
defined on real axis (−∞, ∞), i. e.H(0, b), H(0, bα) ⊂ L2.
In reality, the infinite well potential is only an approxima-
tion which is useful for calculations. The regularized problem
is closer to reality: The infinite height wells are replaced by the wells
of large height V, which is not changed when the well width varies.
One considers the same Schro¨dinger equation (7a) with the fol-
lowing regularized potential (for the initial well)
U
(1)
reg(x) =


V : x ∈ (−∞, 0) ,
0 : x ∈ [0, b] ,
V : x ∈ (b,∞)
(
V ≫ (pih¯)
2
2mb2
)
. (8)
The change of the well is described by the change b→ bα(t).
At this regularization properties of n-th state differs weakly
from those of initial well at
ξn = En/V = (pinh¯)
2/(2mb2V)≪ 1.
At approaching ξn to 1 the regularized picture becomes differ
from non-regularized one.
In this approach both initial and final situations are de-
scribed by functions belonging to the equipped Hilbert space
OL ⊃ L2 ⊃ Hi,H f . Our problem corresponds to the limit
V → ∞ (removal of regularization).
With this regularization, the standard type calculations
with some improvements becomes consistent but, unfortu-
nately, very bulky.
3.2. Total probability of transitions
We study the essential feature of relation between the Hilbert
spaces through analysis of the instantly changing well bound-
ary. Let us consider the probability for the transition of some
state of the initial well |n〉i into the any state of the final well
|k〉 f , forgetting the regularization. This probability is
W(n; i| f ) = ∑
k
∣∣∣Mi fnk
∣∣∣2 =
= 〈n|i
{
∑
k
|k〉 f 〈k| f
}
|n〉i ≡ 〈n|iI f |n〉i .
(9)
Here we define the operator I f ≡ ∑
k
|k〉 f 〈k| f . It acts as the unit
operator in the space H f . Eq. (9) determines, in fact, how this
operator acts in the other space Hi for our problem. It can be
understood by two ways, giving coinciding results. First of all,
one can summarize probabilities of individual transitions (5).
Second, we use definition of the operator I f as the projector to
the segment (0, bα). (We denote α(T) = α).
• For the expanding well (α > 1) we have
W(n; i| f ) =
b∫
0
dx ψ∗n,i(x)ψn,i(x) = 1 (normalization).
In other words, function |n〉i, normalized on the initial interval,
keeps the normalization in the Hilbert state with the expanded
support.
• For the shrinking well (α < 1) the initial normal-
ization integral lost the interval (bα , b), so that we have
W(n; i| f ) =
bα∫
0
dxψ∗n,i(x)ψn,i(x) < 1. The summation of indi-
vidual probabilities (5) naturally gives the same result1
W(n; i| f ) =


bα∫
0
dx
2
b
sin2
(pinx
b
)
4α
pi2
∞
∑
k=1
k2 sin2(pinα)
(k2 − nα2)2


=
= α
(
1− sin(2pinα)
2pinα
)
< 1 .
(10)
3.3. Disappearance of probability
According to (10), at α < 1 some fraction of probability dis-
appears. In the discussed regularization picture it means that
some part of the initial state goes over into the continuous
spectrum, despite the fact that this spectrum disappears when
the regularization is removed. It is clear that this phenomenon
takes place also in the more general case of moving boundaries
if the final well does not cover the initial one, for example, at
the shift of boundaries (3) with a > 0 for both a+ bα > b and
a+ bα < b.
Therefore, we find that the description in terms of only ini-
tial and final wells appears incomplete. It should be supplemented by
1Note: if nα is integer, we have ψn,i(x = bα) = 0, eq. (5) givesW
i f
nk = αδk,nα and
W(n; i| f ) = α.
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information about a big system embracing both these wells2. In the
considered toy example properties of this big system are suffi-
ciently clear.
3.4. Possible value of probability disappearance
The situation with the change of Hilbert space is realized in the
Nature at phase transitions.
In the standard description of phase transitions in quantum
systems both initial and final Hilbert spaces are described often
by corresponding sets of elementary excitations. The discussed
”loss of probability” means that a complete description may
require the inclusion of normally skipped degrees of freedom
of some embraced system.
For the phase transitions in the matter the properties of
this big system are usually almost evident. The most interest-
ing problems with the change of the Hilbert space are those in
which properties of a big system are not at all obvious,one can
speak that part of the initial state is lost who knows where. The
example of such type transition is the cosmological phase tran-
sition with electroweak symmetry breaking (after inflation). It
is hardly possible to say with certainty know what is a large
system containing both initial and final Hilbert spaces.
We find that this rearrangement of the Hilbert space can be
accompanied by the loss of states. If it indeed happens, what is the
fate of these lost states? Can they be the source for dark energy? In
fact, similar opportunity was discussed recently with respect
to ”the discreteness of Universe at the Planck scale (naturally
expected to arise from quantum gravity)” [4].
4. METHODS FOR CALCULATION
Now we consider more technical problems – we present a
regular methods for calculation of the transition probabilities,
which would allow one to use some known approximate meth-
ods in the cases when it looks natural. This problem was dis-
cussed by many authors for different particular laws of bound-
ary motion (see e. g. [2]-[3], [5]-[7]). In this section we don’t
pretend for new results but present brief review of developed
methods, allowing news only in some details.
We note that the main parameter of the problem for the evo-
lution of n-th state is the time of motion of walls T ∼ 1/α′t in its
relation to the characteristic time of life τn = h¯/En.
4.1. Slow motion of wells. Adiabatic case
If the walls move slowly (T > τn), the adiabatic approximation
looks reasonable [2], [5]. In this approximation, the evolution
of the system is considered as a sequence of stationary states
of the infinite well with new width. The previous state in this
sequence is the starting one for the subsequent one. In the main
approximation, the probability of n → n transition is close to 1
(even at big α or 1/α), other probabilities are small [2].
4.2. Fast motion of wells. 1
If the condition T > τn is violated, the calculations without
enormously large intermediate quantities can be based on the
mapping of time dependent well to the initial well [6], [7]. We
2Certainly, one can try to implement this information in the form of more re-
fined regularization procedure.
present here some variant of this approach. At T < τn this ap-
proach allows to apply method which is similar to the standard
perturbation theory.
The mapping by itself is the rescaling of the coordinate3
y = x/α(t). In this new variable, the potential keeps formUi(y)
(1) at all times. However, the form of the kinetic term is modi-
fied, d/dx → α−1∂/∂y+ y−1∂/∂α. Besides, the transformation
of the wave function and the scale of time are useful:
(A) : y = x/α(t) ,
(B) : ψ =
√
yχ , (C) : τ =
t∫
0
dt
α2(t)
.
(11)
Now the Schro¨dinger equation is transformed to the form
−ih¯ dχ
dτ
=
(
Hˆ1 + Vˆ
)
χ ;
Hˆ1 = − h¯
2
2m
(
∂2
∂y2
− 3
4y2
)
+Ui(y) ,
Vˆ = − h¯
2
2my2
(
α2
∂2
∂α2
+ 2yα · ∂
2
∂y∂α
)
.
(12)
The eq. (11 (C)) can be treated as that for obtaining depen-
dence α on τ. It allows to transform differentiation with respect
to α to the differentiation with respect to τ.
We treat Hˆ1 as the new non-perturbed Hamiltonian and
term Vˆ as the perturbation.
The eigenstates χwn (y, τ) of the Hamiltonian Hˆ1 are contin-
uous functions vanishing at the boundaries of well (superscript
w marks these states). They are expressed in terms of the Bessel
function J1(z) and the values of its zeroes zn, i. e. solutions of
equation J1(zn) = 0:
χwn (y, τ) =
√
2
b|J2(zn)|
√
yJ1(yzn/b)e
−iEwn τ/h¯ ,
Ewn =
(pinh¯)2
2mb2
u2n , zn = pinun ;
b∫
0
χwn (y, τ)
∗χwm(y, τ)dy = δmn .
(13)
We find useful to express zeroes of the Bessel function in the
special form zn = pinun with factor un which is close to 1:
n 1 2 3 ... n
un − 1 0.22 0.116 0.08 ... < (1/4n)
TABLE 1: Values un − 1 for different n.
This closeness means that eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of
Hˆ1 are close to those for the initial problem (2).
4.3. Fast motion of wells. 2. Perturbation
Note that the factor 1/y2 in Vˆ do not obstruct the convergence
of matrix elements Vwnk since χn(y) → Ay3/2 at y→ 0.
Main features of solution are seen well in the simplest
example with the linear dependence α(t) = 1 + α′ t, where
3At a(t) 6= 0 one can use the mapping y = (x− a(t))/α(t).
3
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α′ = (α − 1)/T. In this case the integration of (11) results in
τ =
1
α′
(
1− 1
α
)
⇒ α = 1
1− α′τ , τ =
t
α(t)
. (14)
After that the perturbation operator is transformed to the
form
Vˆ = − h¯
2
2my2
[
1
α2α′2
∂2
∂τ2
− 2
αα′
∂
∂τ
+
2y
αα′
∂2
∂y∂τ
]
. (15)
To estimate conditions for applicability of the standard
type perturbation theory to the discussed problem, we note
that in the matrix element Vwnm the operator ∂/∂τ gives factor
(Ewn − Ewm)/h¯. Hence, for this transition the expansion param-
eter is δ = (Ewn − Ewm)/(h¯αα′) ∼ T/τnm (at |α(α− 1)| ∼ 1 we
have T ∼ T). The perturbation theory works at δ ≪ 1, i. e. in
the case when a time of motion of walls, T < τnm. Note that if
this condition is valid for the states with moderate n, it is vio-
lated for the states with very large n (typical situation for va-
lidity of perturbation theory for high lying levels in quantum
mechanics).
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